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I.    EXISTING PATTERNS OF GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION 
OF MANUFACTURING ACTIVITIES 

1. In most developing countries, the prevailing tendency has been for industry 

to concentrate in a few locations, preferably in metropolitan areas.   For example, 

in I960» there «as In India an overwhelming concentration in two states, namely 

Manharashtra and West Bengal.   Although these two states accounted for only 

17 per cent of India's population, they contained 36 per cent of the total number 

of manufacturing establishments,*/ kh per cent of the employment and 50 per cent 
2/ of value added.-'    Moreover, even in these states, Industrial activity had 

predominantly centred around the two metropolitan cities of Bombay and Calcutta, 

especially around the former city. 

2. In Brazil, another country of continental dimensions and vast resources, 

62 per cent of industrial employment in 1959 «as concentrated In the South with 

only 35 per cent of Brazil's population.   The South also accounted for 36 per cent 

of the number of manufacturing establishments and 68 fer cent of value added. 

Here, again, there «as an overwhelming concentration of Industry In the state of 

Sim Paulo, «hleh la 1959 accounted for «ell over half of Brasil's industrial 

workers.   Even 1« this state, about 50 per cent of the workers «ere employed in 

the city of Sto Paulo,¿/ which accounted for $0 per cent of the value added by 

industrial production in Brasil. 

3«    At In India and Brazil, industrial development in Pakistan is characterised 

by concentration in comparatively few regions and by a growing population in 

industrial towns.   The maximum concentration of industry la west Pakistan in I96I 

was «% Karachi, followed by Lyallpur, Lahore aha Multan.   These four main centres 

of industrial activity accounted for kO per cent of to cal industrial activity In 

«erma of Industrial employment v^ 

¡J  The establishments covar«! were those employing fifty or more   orkers with the 
aid of power, or 100 or more workers without the aid of power. 

%¡  Annual Survey f. jarifa. I960. tfcpt. of Statistics, Central Statistica 
Organisation, Calcutta, India, i960. 

3/   Cata reported by ServlcoNacional deAprendUagem Industrial« Servlco de 
Cadastrol e Controle de Departments Regional and published In Associaco L, VJmmM»Jmmu^*MJ .*«...* JmAMB.X*.JijwX^JmiA*wl »T-3kw¿JL¿x 

>, Revista, June I960, Relo de Janeiro. 

h/   SartaJ Acls, "A Study of Industrial Location Policy in Pakistan" (mimeographed) 
page 12J prepared for the United Nations Centre ior Industrial Development. 
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k.     The relative concentration of industry in East Pakistan is even nor« 

pronounced than in West Pakistan, with the four nain industrial centres accounting 

for 55 per cent of total industrial workers* These centres are Caeca, with 

25.5 per cent of the total (of which I5.8 per cent are in the city of llarayanganj), 

followed by Chittagong (lU.2 per cent), Mymensingh (8*0 per cent) and Khulna 

(7.5 per cent). On the other hand, In term of value added. West Pakistan 

accounted for 7^.5 P»* cent of industrial activity as compared with 25.5 per cent 

in Sast Pakistan. In fact, Karachi alone, with 29*7 P«r cent of value added In 

i960, exceeded that of the whole of Bast Pakistan.*/ 

5. Similar patterns of geographical distribution of manufacturing activities are 

to be found In almost all developing countries« la Argentina, for installée, about 

85 per cent of the industrial establishments and 85 far cent of the industrial 

workers were concentrated in the last-Centre region 1B 1963 > with the greatest 

concentration of industrial establishments (52.5 per cent) ani workers 

(63.1* per cent) in Buenos Aires* In the Philippines, 50 per cent of the industrial 

employments and k$ per e<ant of valu« added In 1959 vere concentrated in 

Metropolitan Manila which accounted for only k»2 per cent of the total population. 

6. Cespite these tendencies towards concentration and agglomeration, son* 

industrial activities in most developing countries continue to be dispersed over 

a wide number of regions and areas. What are the significant characteristics of tat 

concentrated as compared with the dispersed industriai activities f 

7«  In general, it nay be said that the dispersad industrial activities are 

carried out mostly by small-scale in aus tries entering far local markets, with the 

majority of the producing units represented by small craft establishments. Another 

characteristic Is a limited degree of mechanization, both for establishment and 

per person employed. By comparison, the geographically-concentrated industries are 

carried out by medium and large-scale establishments catering for a wider narkst. 

Moreover, unlike geographically-dispersed Industrias, those that are geographically- 

concentrated tend to be capital-intensive rather than labour-intensive Industries. 

8« Perhaps the most Important characteristic of concentrated industrial activity 

is its diversity. In Pakistan, for sample, the main Industrial centres like 

¿/ Ibid.. page 12-15. 
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Karachi, Lahore, Dacca and Chittagong have a variety of industries, including 

such consumer goods as textiles, electric bulbs, seving machines, radios, footwear, 

pharmaceuticals, processed foods and tobacco manufactures; intermediate goods, 

including vire and «ire products, pipes, fittings, plywood, oil refining, paper 

products, tires and tubes, steel re-rolling, dry batteries, electric vires and 

cables; and such capital goods as diesel engines, transformers and electric 

pumps, shipbuilding, motor manufacture and assembly plants, machine tools and 

scientific instruments»-' 

9,  The dispersed Industrial activities in Pakistan consist primarily of consumar 

goods, such as textiles and food products for the local markets* They are based 

either on local Materials or on raw materials produced in remoter areas. However, 

there are seat regions outside the main industrial centres of Pakistan where 

engineering Industry is spreading rapidly because of the traditional skill of 

the people of these areas la handling metals« "Large communities residing in 

places lite Watirabad and taska have been traditionally blacksmiths. With the 

availability of machine tools and tat rising demand for pumps and diesel engines 

In the agricultural seotor, a very large number of smell units have sprung up 

in their places for the manufacture of the«« items. The spontaneous growth of this 

oapacity has contributed to the success of the private tubavell programme in 

West Pakistan, which, In turn, was a major factor in accelerating agricultural 

growth during the Second Plan Period."•£' 

II. PltOfiJMB OF WDOBTRIAL LOCATION 

10« In a number of developing countries concern has often been expressed about 

manufacturing industry being concentrated to® heavily in the metropolitan areas 

of their countries. So remedy this undesirable situation, consideration has been 

given to various measures for slowing down the trend, both by putting obstacles in 

the way of establishment of more industry in these areas, and by encouraging the 

establishment of mm industry in other areas« 

6/ SartaJ Aala, OP« cit.. par 80. 

2/ Ibid., peg« 21-22. 

/... 
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11. Furthermore, it is agreed that decentralization is desirable not only because 
the development of large cities and over-expanded industrial regions has to be 
slowed down but also because the development of backward regions has to be 

accelerated. 
12. Before dealing with these two aspects of decentralisation policies, it is 
necessary to review very briefly sons of the major factors influencing industrial 

location« 

factors influencing industrial location 

13. The factors that influenced the existing distribution patterns of manufacturing 
activities are well known«   Stated briefly, proximity to consuming centres, access 

to export markets and to raw materials, availability of special skins and 
availability of fati and power presented obvious advantages, and large towns, 
particularly large port tourna, provided all these advantages.   Once industries 
started around ©ertala locations, and inftaitrttotare feeiiltiee grew up around 
than, several other industries mm attracted to these locations.   The external 
économies resulting from the concentration of industries around larga towns 
provided, In torn, a strong attraction for new industries to be established 

around these urban areas* 
Ik,   By contrast, industries in far-flung and Isolated locations would have to 
provide for themselves all essential faculties and services,   an industry 

established In an isolated location would have to have not   only its own workshop, 
foundry, water and power facilities, but would alto have to build expensive access 
roads, railway sidings, dispensaries, schools ana housing colonies.   In addition, 
it would be forced to stock large inventories of spare parts and provide elaborate 

training facilities« 
15*   It Is therefore clear that, unless promising secondary centres of industrial 
activities can be developed around suall towns where the essential facilities eaa 
be centralized or, if necessary, subsidized, ragionai dispersal of industries would 

not prove an economie proposition« 

Unfavourable effects of concentration 

If.   As noted earlier, industrial development in developing countries is 
¿haracterlzed by concentration in particular centres around large cities.   Many of 
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these cities have become congested and filled with slums, thus leading to 

mounting costs of housing, transport, sewage disposal, water supply, fire 

protection and other social overheads. 

17*   lor example, with the progress of industrialization in India, there has been 

a large influx of population from rural areas into Bombay and Calcutta.    "The 

continuing inflow of population has tended to press heavily on the existing 

amenities of lift.   Shortages of water supply, electricity, housing accommodation 

and éducation and health facilities have become recurring phenomena, the severity 

of which has become more acute with the passage of years.   Even as early as 19M 

it was observed that Jk per cent of the total population of Bombay lived In 

one-room tenements, and in some areas, on an average, fifteen persons lived in one 

roo-.'i/   IMI»»»., ht* r.nt., p»..;» on tr».port, ln.d.,,u,cy In th. 

suTply of labour, and unhealthy conditions are said to have tended to raise 

cost* of production and to offset the advantages of concentration .2'   In other 

words, quite apart from the social problems created by over-concentration, there 

is tase the presumption that increasing costs of public utilities and services 

and the rising production costs of firms may outweigh the benefits derived from 

external economies. 

18.   The unfavourable effects of rapid urbanization in Pakistan are reported by 

SartaJ Mis as follows.   "Cities like Karachi, Lahore, Lyallpur, Caeca and 

Chittagong, volea house the bulk of industrial activity in Pakistan, are also 

characteriied by slums, overcrowding, «moke, noise ami transport congestion." 

ism» of the unfavourable consequences of rapid growth in the population of the 

oitles, revealed by various surveys and special studies of Karachi, Lahore, Dacca 

and Chittagong and Lyallpur are summarized below s 

(a)   »I»»» over rapid rate of increase places « excessive strain on housing 

facilities and has forced a large segment of population to live in 

sub-standard conditions." 

9/   K.J. George and A.S.L. Sao, "A Study on Industrial Location in india" 
(mimeographed) 1966, page 50«    (Prepared for the IMI ted Nations Centre for 
Industrial Development). 

2/ ma*« *•** 51, 
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(b)    "The Increasing concentration In inner areas has shifted a substantial 
part of the population to suburbs, but this has resulted In acute congestion 

on the suburban transport system." 
(c )    "The long daily Journeys which the working population has to undergo has 
reduced their real income, undermined their health and affected their 

over-all efficiency and output." 
(d) "Increase In land value which resulted fro« concentration has placed a 

heavy burden on industry and local authorities and has Increased the 

difficulties of town planning." 
(e) "As a result of congestion, smoke and malnutrition, there is abnormal 

incidence of infant wortallty, respiratory and allied diseases." 
(f )   "In places like Karachi which does not mm a siteeble hinterland to 
provide fresh supplies of eatables, the coat of living has bet» going up »ore 
rapidly than in the rest of the country,   fne proble« «as relieved somewhat 
when government decided to shift the capital fro» Karachi to Islamabad, 

1,000 miles to the north, but is still omite acuta.*»»' 
19, In the light of the foregoing, therefore, it is hardly surprlaiiii that «may 
developing countries have often emphasised the important of attentralliatioa of 

industry or industrial dispersal and regional balance,   »is is »wit to say, 
however, that the actual circumstances prevailing in most developing countries 

Jttetify industrial dispersal, 

ssi, cttvBwwrarr POLICIES mmmm UIDüBTäIAL LOCATIO* 

20, Industrial location policies consist of two sets of policy objectives,   fit 

first objective, namely, dispersal from congeateá and over-dawalope* atta«» 
though mainly encountered in developed countries, is, as we have amen earlier, 
also found in India and Pakistan«   On the other hand, it is very doubtful watthar 
there Is an actual need for such a policy in other developing countries, 

especially in Africa and Latin America. 
21, It is true that in Argentina, for example, the thesic that metropolitan 
Buenos Aires is industrially In the "diminishing return" stage has ©aan wiialy 

1£/   SartaJ Aziz, op. cit., page 27, 
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accepted*    "It Is very common to hear In political circles thnt I3uemr, Airo;'  ir. 

overcrowded, that It suffers from gigantism, that new poles have t" be r-tlmuu.-ited 

not only because a more balanced regional distribution of ine nne und M.aivltUv- i: 

socially justified but also because it in compatible with maximizing the twii-iotvu 

rate of growth."**'    In fact, this view is also held by the Consejo Feder-ü de 

Inversiones, an inter-provincial agency created in 1959»    However, an brodcrRohn 

points out, there is no empirical evidence that net returns in Buen« Airen uro 

really diminishing .se/ 

22.   The second main objective of an industrial location policy is to nccelemfce 

the growth of backward regions with a view to correcting regional economic 

disparities.   The latter are attributed to initial differences In factor 

endowments - to the fact that natural and human resources are not enuolly 

distributed over space, to historical reasons and to cumulative effect« of «xtertni 

economies.   Owing to these inequalities, regional disparities exist in loth 

developed end developing countries, and a policy of balanced regional growth hm  to 

be considered in t'.e framework of national economic growth.   There in thio 

difference, however, that in developed countries the problem of accelerating p,rovth 

In backward regions is largely one of "regional balance" rather than one of 

national economic growth* 

2%   fhis is obviously not the problem in developing cauntries when* the average 

per capita income ia at a very low level.    Here the objective of regional policy in 

closely connected with the general objective of economic growth at the national 

level.   Xn other words, the economic problem of balanced regional growth in 

developing countries consists essentially of a choice between spreading thinly the 

Halted resources available for investment over all regions and in a relatively 

even way or, tt the outset, concentrating development in selected regions to the 

temporary neglect of others*«' 

H/   Mario S. Broder s ohn, "Industri Location Policy and Regional Development In 
Argentina" (mimeographed), 1966, page Mt. 

ig/   Ibid.. page kk*kb. 
15/ "Problems of Regional Economic Planning and Development in Europe and the 

(felted States" Economic Commission for Europe, Economic Bulletin f >r Europe, 
vol. 17, Rovember 1955» United Nations, Hew York, page 5. 
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2k.    Unfortunately, the choice between a higher rate of national growth and 

balanced regional growth is not just a choice between two economic alternatives. 

For, as will be shown below, what is involved here is a conflict between economic 

and socio-political objectives, AS suggested in a recent publication of the 

Economic Bulletin for Europe, such a conflict should be solved by a compromise 

between the maximization of «eonomic growth and the achievement of income 

equalization. As the artici« rightly points out, "The nature of this compromise, 

of course, would vary between countries according to their political systems, 

social maturity and the strength of vested interests .M» 

Pakistan 

25.   that Governments are well avara of this conflict betveen economie and 
socio-political objectives la brought out clearly In the policy statement of the 
Government of Pakistan on the question of industrial location in the first Uve 
Year Plan, 1955-1960: 

location of new capacitys   In the earlier phase of industrialization, 
industries have tended to congregate near a few main towns such as Karachi, 
Lyallpur, ttarayanganj and Chittagong.   This has been natural because of the 
facilities and economies available at such places.   Karachi, In particular, 
has figured prominently! due to the advantages of the port, the special 
facilities of industrial estates, close proximity to the centres of 
administration and the presence of a large business class that settled there 
on migration from India.   On purely economic grounds, new capacity should be 
installed where the costs of production and transport will be lowest.   But 
location cannot be determined on economic grounds alone.   In the interest of 
balanced regional development and social stability, it is desirable that 
Industries should be more widely dispersed, to spread the benefits of 
employment and increased income over large areas.   Dispersal will lessen the 
magnitude and intensity of the social problema created when populations are 
moved from rural to urban areas, inadequately provided with public facilities< 
The Goveri»*nt already exercises the power to determine the location of new 
industrial units.   The FISC has used Its opportunities freely to locate new 
units in areas close to sources of raw materials such as Chandrigona, 
ffovshera and Daud Khel.   More can be done, however, to encourage industries 
to 3pread out.   The development of integrated systems of power supply, and 
the availability of natural gas in extended areas, coula be utilised In 
support of such a policy.   Consideration should be given alao to the 
possibility of offering concessions in land, local taxes and freight rates. 

1¿/   Ibid.,  page 5, 
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If undue concentration of Industry i a to be prevented, the Central and 
provincial Governments, local todies, railways and power authorities will 
have to follow appropriate policies. 1¿/ 

26. Accordingly, the industrial location policy in Pakistan between 1955 and ÎÇX.O 

consisted mainly in preventing the spread of industrial activity in congested 

centres, though the need to develop "smaller" ór secondary centres of industrial 

activity as an alternative to dispersal in isolated locations was also recognized. 

27» It is interesting, however, that the Second Five-Year Plan, 1960-1965, 

instead of emphasizing the need for spreading out industries in remote or isolated 

areas, suggested some relaxation of restrictions in areas which are suitable from 

an economic point of view and the encouragement of industries in places which can 

provide transport and other facilities. 

29. Une relevant paragraph reads as follows: 

During the past few years, establishment of Industries in Karachi has been 
severely restricted, and extension has not been welcomed in certain districts 
of Wist Pakistan • The effort has been to establish industries in areas vhere 
little or no industry exists. The effect of these limitations has been to 
discourage industrialization in those areas of the country, notably the large 
industrial centres, where new investments will become most fruitful, at 
least in the short run. These limitations vili need to be relaxed, and 
location of new capacity encouraged in all suitable areas. In this context 
it will be of advantage to provide the establishment of industrial estates 
In centres where the transport system, water and power resources, and 
availability of raw material and potential markets offer suitable 
opportunities. Apart from the large centres, efforts will be made, notably 
through the small scale industry programme, to encourage smaller centres for 
industries which mainly supply local markets. Close co-operation will be 
necessary between authorities responsible for industrial planning and those 
dealing with urban and regional physical planning, in order to promote the 
dispersal of industries in suitable locations, lb/ 

19* finally, the Third Five-Year Plan, 1965-1970, which was published in 

¿tane 1965, contains the latest official views on Industrial location in Pakistan. 

It emphasises rational and pragmatic criteria, subject to the "over riding" 

objective of removing economie disparity between East and Wèst Pakistan, and 

3¿/ Oovernment of Pakistan, Planning Board: Plrst Five-Year Plan, page klk. 

¿6/ Oovernment of Pakistan, Planning Commission: Second Five-Year Plan: page 225. 

/— 
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recjgriizes the need for special locations for different kinds of industries, and 

reads ac follows: 

Industriai   investment policy as to kind and location of industry will 
be pragmatic and rational to the maximum extent consistent with over-riding the 
Plan objective of eliminating economic disparity between East and West 
Pakistan.   As a general guide, investment opportunity which offers maximum 
rate of return on invested capital will be selected over alternative 
investments for the same purpose but indirect benefits of dispersing 
industries throughout the country will be fully taken into account*    Clustering 
of industries around a few industrial centres entails many additional costs 
inherent in rapid urbanization, besides numerous social problems In the long 
run.   Besides these general criteria, special considerations must determine 
the location of different kinds of industries«   For some industries such as 
cement and steel, proximity to raw material is essential, while for others, 
factors such as availability of skilled labour, or easy access to markets are 
more important.    Export industries are more competitive if located near port 
towns, but this factor must be weighed against possible advantages from 
proximity to rav materials such as natural gas or power supply*   Subject to 
these considerations, industries will be sanctioned for locations where «hey 
will maximize contribution to economic growth on the basis of rational ana 
pragmatic analysis subject to exceptional considerations of intra-regional 
disparities and long-term development. |j/ 

50.   In addition to these policy statements in the three Five-Year Plans, the 

Government of Pakistan has issued a large maaser of aft hoe instructions to 

regulate the location of industries, including orders to ben the setting up of nev 

industries in Karachi.    The lattei vere issued in 1957 but vere cancelled in I960« 

Some of the ad hoc instructions did not always reflect the over «ell policy.   The 

effects of these policies and measures, particularly the policy of removing 

interregional disparity, will be discusoed in the following chapter. 

Infos 

51* Although balancea regional growth is one of the most desirable national 

objectives in India», it is alto realized thet It may, at least In the short run, 

conflict with the objective of maximizing the rate of over-all national growth. 

Nevertheless, so far as public sector projects are ooncerned, the important 

criterion in the location of new plants in India tee» to be the need for 

"correcting regional imbalances" rather then over-all national growth. Similarly, 

17/ Government of Pakistan, Planning Commission, Third Five-Year Plan, June 1965, 
pp. 451-52. 
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the promotion of snail-scale industries, one of the main planks of frovernment policy 

in India, has played its part in encouraging regional dispersal.    In fact, one of 

the moat important provisions of the Resolution adopted by Parliament in I9H from 

the point of '/law of "balanced ragionai development" vas the one relating to 

small-scale industries.   It vas the I9A8 Resolution which guided the First 

Fi ve-Year Plan, I95I-56. 

32t   The Second Five-fear Plan, I956.6I, vas based on the Second Industrial Policy 

Resolution of I956.   Although the nsv policy encouraged the freedom of the private 

sector of the economy, the public sector assumed an increasing role in industrial 

development and has contributed greatly to régional dispersal of industries. 

33«   ?n« Second Industrial Policy Resolution stated that "in order that 

industrialisation may benefit the economy of the country as a vhole, it is 

important that disparities in levels of development between different regions 

should be progressively reduced."   Recognizing the important of the ready 

availability of infrastructure facilities, it emphasized the importance of ensuring 

that such facilities be steadily mate available to areas lagging behind 

industrially or to areas In vhich the need for employment opportunities vere 

greatest. 

3».   Although the Government of India favours regional dispersal of industries, it 

seems to be of 'the opinio« that In the, case of basic capital and producer goods 

indas tries, the cholee of locations should be primarily determined by economic and 

technical considerations ratear than by such objectives as regional dispersal und 

eevelopment of under-developed regions*   However, in the case of certain consumer 

goods aad processing industries such aa cotton textiles, bicycles, sevir.g mohines 

etc., a policy of regional balance has met with greater success. 

35«   As «111 be shown la the next chapter, eme of the policy measures taken by the 

Oovarnatsnt of India to secure regional dispersal of balanced regional development 

has been the government licensing powers under vhich the Government is able to 

check «hat It considers excessive concentration of industry in certain regions in 

the belief that refusal of a licence in a developed region would encourage 

establishment of additional capacity la under-developed regions.   In actual 

pre<   'ce, however, while licensing powers can prevent concentration of new 

industries In congested areas. It cannot be depended upon to foster Industrial 

growth in areas vhich are under-developed.   Indeed, the entrepreneur can be 
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prevented from going to a particular area but the Government cannot compel him to 

se£ up industries in other areas. 
36,   On the other hand, the objective of regional dispersal can be more 

effectively implemented through direct State participation in industry.   It is 

true that the location of heavy and basic projects has to be decided on economic 

considerations such as the proximity of raw »aterías, availability of cheap power 

and transport facilities.    However, where alternative locations are available in 

backward areas due consideration is given to the possibility of locating the 

project in such areas.   -Some of the basic industries such as steel, aluminum, 

copper, zinc, oil refineries, fertiliser plants and heavy machine building have 

in fact offered such alternatives, and tlie development of backward regions has 

also been taken into consideration in deciding upon the location of these 
«18/ prpjeets. *-/ 

37.   According to K.J. George and A4 J.. Bao, "As a result of the springing up of 

the public sector factories, several ne» areas have been opened up.   The growth 

of the Sundargarh area in Oriss has been mainly due to the establishment of the 

Rourkela Steel factory.   Similarly, the Durg area   in Madhya Pradesh owes its 

present prosperity to the establishment of the Ihilai Steel Works and associated 

industries.   The Sehora area in Madhya Pradesh was developed after the 

establishment of the Hindustan Heavy Electricéis at Ihopal.   The phenomenal growth 

of the Ranchi area in Bhiar has been due to the large projects which have been 

undertaken in the public sector in this area, such as heavy machinery, the 

foundry forge etc.   The establishment of the Meyveli Project Instimúlate* the 

ecpnomic growth of the South Arcot District in the Madras State."»*' 

58,   Even so, as the Third five-Year Plan observes, "Excessive emphasis on the 

problem of particular regions and attempts to plan for their development without 

relating their needs to the requirements of the national economy have to be guarded 

against.   In the final analysis it is as integral parts of the country that 

different regions can best hope to realise their fuU potential for growth."^ 

¿8/   K.J. George and A.S.L. Rao, op cit., page 57. 

12/   Ibid., page 57-59. 
20/   Cited by K.J. George and A.S.L. Rao, ibid., page kf. 
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Argentina 

39.    Between the 1950's and the mid 1950's, the objective of industrial development 

policy in Argentina appears to have been one of import substitution of consumer 

goods.   Favoured by external economies derived irom the agglomeration of activities 

and factors of production, the East-Centre region, particularly Metropolitan Buenos 

Aires, attracted most of the industrial activities. 

kO,   By the mid 1950's, the pattern of industrialisation based on iitnort 

substitution of consumer goods came to an end, and Argentina embarkeu on a policy 

of import substitution of intermediate and capital goods.    This nev pattern, while 

helping the further development of Buenos Aires, also created new centres in the 

states of Cordoba and Santa I», both of which had been well provided with 

infrastructure facilities and appropriate inputs.   The state of Cdrdoba was able 

ta develop a metallurgical centre by attracting tractor, automobile and railway 

equipment, «hile Santa ft attracted a petrochemical complex. 

k%.   It was also during the latter period that government policy was directed 

towards achieving a more balanced regional growth.   Decentralization was 

encouraged not only by the two Five-Year Plans, of 19^7-1951» and 195?-195^ but 

also by the national industrial promotion laws end, more recently, by the national 

plan of 1965-1969, the climax of this decentralization process being the 196I» 

industrial promotion law excluding investments in Metropolitan Buenos Aires from 
21/ any type of benefits,—' 

kg*   Heedless to say, as in other developing countries, these policy decisions in 

Argentina involve an unavoidable conflict between the maximisation of national 

économie growth and the achievement of regional equity.   How, and by what means, 

the (kmnammt of Argentina proposes to solve this conflict is still not dear» 

XV.   FOLICY MEASURES AH®) AT INFLUENCING GEOGRAPHICAL 
DISTRIBUTION OF INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITIES 

fc3«   In analysing the policies and measures adopted by the various national 

Governments or the State and Provincial Governments to influence the geographical 

X/   Mario S. Brodersohn, op. clt.» page l»3-Wt. 
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distribution of industrial activity three groups of measures nay be distinguished: 

(a) Me&jures for inducing national and foreign industrial enterprises or 
factors of production (capital, labour entrepreneurshlp and technical and 
managerial ''know-how") to move into a less developed region; 

(b) Measures to mobilize the resources of less developed régions for 
industrial development; and 

(c) Measures for preventing the establishment of new industries la congested 
areas 1 

Measures to encourage industrial dispersal 

(a)   She role of public sector protests 

Mu   Zn India several incentives have been provided, bota by the Central Government 
and the Statt Governments, to facilitate tue movement of industries to backward 

areas.   As noted earlier, the location of Urge public sector projects established 

by the Central Government in backward áreme ha« greatly contributed to the economic 

growth of these areas • 
^5.   A limitation of the public sector is that the projects undertaken in this 

sector are generally these involving heavy Investments in which technological and 
economic considerations cannot be easily overlooked la the interest of balanced 
regional dispersal.   It Is only where alternative sites are available that the 

development of backward areas In India has been, taken int© eonsiiefation befare 
deciding upon the final location of the project.   India has therefore been in the 
fortunate position that such alternative Ideations could be found there,   as a 
result, it is claimed that the locations so far selected fer public seste» 
projects have to a substantial extent achieved the ohjeetive of opening up ajeas 

which were hitherto backward, 
46.   Apart from the projects which have he*» sponsored by the Central Government, 
some manufacturing companies have been operated by the State Governments either 
on their own or Jointly with the Centini Government or with the private sector. 
The resources at the disposal of State Governments being mare limité« than those at 
the Central Government, the State Government projects ate generally smaller. 

nevertheless, they have played an important part in bringing about a wider 
geographical distribution of manufacturing activities in India.   As examples of 
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State Government projects, mention may bs made of the Nizam Sugar Factory and the 
Andhra Paper Mills in Andhra Pradesh; the Travancore Cochin Chemicals and 
Travancore Titanium products in Iterala; Mysore Sugar Company, Mysore Iron and 
Steel Works and the new Government Electric Factory in Mysore; the Superphosphate 
Factory In Bihar; and Silk and  foollen Mills in Kashmir. =-' 
Vf«   Apart from direct investment in Industrial projects, funds have been provided 
in successive Five-Year Plans for infrastructure development in the various states. 
this has contributed Indirectly to a vider dispersal of industrial activities in 
India.22/ 

•J»   Similarly, in Pakistan, one of the measures adopted since I960 for the removal 
of interregional disparity between East and West Pakistan has been diversion of an 
increasing proportion of public sector resources for development activities to 

East Pakistan, ^particularly for the building of infrastructure and for industrial 
development .SV 

»9»   Although industrial policy in Pakistan relies primarily on private initiative 
and investment, a Pakistan Industrial Dsvelopeent Corporation (WEB) we« creeled 
at early as 1952 with a vie« to making up for the lack of private enterprise in 
specified fields.   Bttveen 1952 and lf6f, the corporr  ion had set up twenty-nine 
units Involving * total investment equivalent to $0S1U2 million«   Of these, 

fourteen were exclusively owned by Governments and fifteen Jointly with the private 

sector. 
50*   The decisions to locate a large nunber (acre than half) of govemment-sjonsored 
plants la less developed regions of the country have undoubtedly had an important 
effect OB the geographical distribution of industrial activity in Pakistan. 
Unfortunately, a number of these plants have been set up In uneconomic locations» 

fney have only been able to survive by direct subsidy grants or by maintaining 

mÊtmHmmÊÊmÊm '    '    ' 

H/  K.J. George and A.S.L. Rao, on. gli», page 5^-55< 

Si/ ¡M*' ¥*§» 55. 
2jy  SarteJ Asia» 2EíJ2ü*' ?*§• 55* 

/... 
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51      In reviewing the locational factors of the various public-sector projects in 

Pakistan, Mr. Aziz—*  makes, inter alia, the following observations: 

(a) Industries located near the source of local raw material have generally 
proved to be economically viable, particularly if the raw materials are 
scattered throughout the province.   Such industries included jute, sugar, 
paper and fertilizer plants. 

(b) Industries based on imported raw material but located away from port 
towns have not been able to maintain an economic cost structure because of 
the additional cost of transporting raw materials and in some cases 
transporting the finished products back to the markets in or near the port 
towns• 

(c) The average rate of return on industries established In completely 
Isolated locations has generally been lower than those put up In the main and 
secondary centres of Industrial activity because of larger overhead 
expenditure In providing access roads, water storage and housing facilities« 

(d) In the ease of certain sophisticated Industries like the telephone factory 
in haripur, the higher economic cost is partly compensated by the development 
and spread of skill in the region, but in the case of certain industries like 
some of the woollen mills which are not even located in wool-growing areas, 
the indirect social advantages, if any, would not seem to compennate for the 
very high economic subsidy involved* 

52.   In Pakistan, the initial spurt in Industrialisation was influenced by the 

infrastructure facilities that already existed in different regions at the time 

of independence In 19**7.   As noted earlier, larger allocations have been made 

since I960 for the growth of Infrastructure facilities in less developed areas, 

particularly East Pakistan.   Although no systematic attempt has been made to spread 

these faculties within a province m a regional basis, it is hoped that the rural 

works programme initiated la 1963 will pave the way for a more comprehensive 

regional approach. 

53«   In Argentina, Patagonia Is a region richly endowed with resources but lacking 

in the necessary infrastructure facilities«   Recently, toe Consejo Federal de 

Inversiones has organized Jointly with the United Kations, a study group to 

formúlate a development plan for the "Cemahue" region, which includes part of 

Patagonia.   The main purpose of the study Is to identify a number of projects and 
27/ the need for infrastructure facilities in this region.-*' 

26/   Ibid., page U9-5O. 

22/   Mario 3. Brodersohn, op, cit., page 60-6l< 
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(b) Measures to encourage dispersal through the private sector 

5!*. The policy measures open to Governments to induce the private sector to move 

Industrial activities into less developed regions are many and vary from country 

to country. Apart from the provision of infrastructure facilities by the public 

sector and government participation in or subsidization of private enterprises, 

policies and measures adopted by Central and State Governments to influence the 

geographical distribution of private manufacturing activities may be grouped under 

four major headings: (a) Regulation and control; (b) Financial measures; 

(c) Fiscal Incentives; and (d) Industrial estates. 

(a) Regulation and control 

55. In India, the most important legislative and administrative framework which 

toe Government designed for the purpose of realizing the objective of the 

Industrial Policy Resolution of 1948 was the Industries (Development and 

Regulation) Act of 1951« the provisions of the Act apply to all units employing 

fifty or more persons, if operated with power, or 100 or more persons if operated 

without power, and give the Central Government wide powers of direction and control. 

56, The licensing committee established under the Act screens applications for 

the setting up of new units or for effecting substantial expansion to existing 

Industrial undertakings or for the manufacture of new products. In considering 

applications for Industrial licences, one of the basic considerations is the 

balanced disperse! of Industries ih the various regions. By virtue of the 

provision that requires authorization of Government for substantial expansion of an 

•sitting industrial undertaking, the Government li able to cheek the "excessive 

concentration" In certain régions. 

IT« &mv**, M noted «ariler, the licensing powers under the Act can prevent 

concentration of industrias la certain areas, but cannot be depended upon to 

foster thv> growth of industries lo areas which re less developed. 

58. In Pakistan, between I9W and 1958, «neh and every Industrial unit was 

specifically approved by the Government, the sanctioning agencies being expected 

to prefer applicante who were prepared to install their units In less developed 

regions* Administrative measures have also been devised to prevent the 

concentration of Industry In certain areas. In 1957> for instance, the Government 
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decided to ban the setting up of new industries in Karachi. However, this ban was 

partially lifted in i960, when it was realized that certain industries, like a 

steel plant based on imported raw materials, had to be located In Karachi* 

59. On the whole, therefore, it may be concluded that the direct control measures 

have not proved adequate to the task of securing balanced regional development of 

industries. In what follows an attempt will be made to examine the effects of 

positive incentives, both fiscal and otherwise, on wider decentralisation of 

industries in the private sector. 

ft>) Financial measures 

60. One of the positive methods by which the Central Oovemment of India has 

promoted industrial development is through financial assistance. The Industrial 

Finance Corporation which hae been set up by the Central Government hat assisted 

the growth of several indttttries through loans on reasonable terms. The small-scale 

sector of industries ama received a good deal of assistance through the national 

Small Industries Corporation which hae devised sevoral schemes such at the 

hire-purchase scheme and the industrial estates schema. Direct loans (including 

subscription to debentures) have been given by the Central Government to private 

firms as In the case of the Indian Iron and Steel Co., ana the Tata Iron mad 

Steel Co. Financial facilities have been given by the Central Ckmrammnt t© «Mr 

co-operative societies. 3everal village and small-scale industries have benefited 

through the assistance given by the centrally sponsored board«, such at the 

All India »Mei and ViUagt» Induttriea CowHeaion, the Celr Board, the SIS* tier«, 

the Rubber leer« and the Handicrafts Board. Many of the Stete Governments have set 

up Stete Finance Corporations which here been rendering financial assistance to 

industries. 

61. While it Is true that financial assistance te private industry by the State 

hae contributed to the promotion ©f over-all industrial development, there it no 

doubt that the objective of regional dispersal ten be «ere effectively implemented 

through direct Stete participation in industry. On the ether hand, the Industrial 

Finance Corporation in Indie, for example, could not always be expected te adjust 

its lending folíeles to subserve the objective of regional development If tee letter 

conflicted with the soundness of the corporation's lending operations. 
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62. Village and small-scale industries in India provide effective media for the 

dispersal of industries, including industrial eo-operati/es, in rural areas unrt 

small towns« The measures to promote such dispersal include the provision of 

credit and finance through loans and subsidies and tha provision of tools and 

machines as well as technical advice• 

63. In the State of Maharashtra, for example, when private entrepreneurc 

undertake feasibility studies with a view to setting up an industry in the 

under-developed regions, the State Government provides 75 per cent of the cost of 

preparation of the study, provided it is done through an agency approved by 

Government. Loans raised by such industries are guaranteed by the Government. 

Other assistance Include refund of sales taxes on purchased raw materiale und 

finished productsj exemption from duty on the import of capital equipment, 

building materiale and raw materials used in industry; and exemption from the 

payaient of water royalties w>*n water Is lifted fro« public water sources, these 

ana other concessions are available to thirty-one industriee, such as iron 

eastings, steel forging, cotton textile machinery, sewing machines, soda ash, end 

fibre beerà. The maximum period up to which these concessions «re granted is 

generally thirteen years. 

» ' ISSWSSJSIHíSIíMB 

6k. One of the most important policy measures for encouragement of the growth of 

industries in leee developed regions has been the tax holiday scheme. Tax holidays 

for new industrial ventures take the form of total exemption from the company 

income tax on profits earned during a given period of time. In Pakistan, the most 

under-developed regione receive the longest tax holiday while brachi and other 

industrial centres receive the shortest. The tax holiday scheme was starte« In 

Pakistan in April 1959 ih* provided for tax holidays ranging from two to eight 

years. St wee to expire at the end of the Second Fien in June 1965, but the law 

wee extended with some modifications for the duration of the Third nan, It new 

allows tax hollier» ranging from two to six yeara. to be eligible for tax 

holiday, a new Indnetriel venture must fulfil a number of eoniUl -nt. The 

eonutlone specify the industrial saetera and the geographical areas of the soantry 

whose development the Government seeks to foster. 

/• •• 
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05.   The extent to which the subsidy inherent in the tax holiday compensates for 

possible additional costs in loc ting industries in less developed areas is 

difficult to assess.   What is of incediate concern here is the question as to the 

effect of fiscal incentives on industrial dispersion, 

66, A3 far as Pakistan is concerned, industrialists, despite the tax holiday, 

generrlly continue to prefer urban centres lite Karachi, Lahore, Hyderabad and 

Chittagoti^, except of course «here proximity to rev materials is an overriding 

consideration.   The incentives offered by tax holidays are, however, «ore effective 

in secondary ret.tres where transport, power and other facilities are being developed 

through industrial estates, than in totally isolated area« «here these facilities 

cost much sore and «here skilled labour shifted from industrial centres Jeeands 

considerably higher «ages, 

67, On the other hand, the dispersal of industries in secondary centres and SOM 

isolated regions in Pakistan in the past six years has been stimulated by the tax 

holiday system, supplemented to SOM extent by administrative aeasures referred to 

earlier viz. the policy of the sanctioning agencies and development banks to prefer 

applicants «ho wish to set up indu*tries in leas developed regions. 

60,   In Argentina, too, a number of fiscal measures have been promulgated for the 

purpose of granting concessions to investors in specific industrial sectors and in 

certain geographical areas, particularly in the interior of the country,   the 

concessions Include the following: 

(a) Duty-free Import of machinery and equipment that cannot be made locally; 

(b) Imposing or raising tariffs and other import charges on goods «hose 
Importation would impede the development of local production; 

(c) Suspension or Hal tat ion of imports of finished products or raw materials 
already produced in the country; 

(cl)   Preferential exchange arrangements for export of industrial goods; 

(•)   Preferential credit arrangements for desired industries; 

(f )   Profèrent lai supplies of raw materials, electric power, fuels and 
transport; 

(g)   Preferential treatment In government purchasing; 

(h)   Tax exemption and relief for specified periods. 
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When these projects are considered by an Executive Decree of "mtlma interna", 

the following exemptions to the income tax were also granted: 

(i) Tax exemption for interests on bonds, debentures, stocks, and for 
dividends on preferred stocks issued to finance investment; 

(j) Deductions from incoa» taxes on the amount invested on stocks. 

69. In order to encourage investment, tax exemptio..r, and duty-free llcenr.es Tre 

given for the import of machinery and equipment that cannot be made locally. Tax 

exemptions, ior a maximum of ten years are granted either to the enterprise «r to 

the Investor but not to both simultaneously, modifying in this way previous 

legislation, which granted tax exemptions to both the enterprise ani Investor. The 

benefits granted to enterprises are related to a yearly reduction of business 

income tax; to substitute tax on corporate capltalj to excess profits tax (which 

ranges from a maximum of 100 per cent during the first four years to a minimum of 

10 per cent In the tenth year); a stamp tax; authorization for temporary residency 

In the country fop the required foreign personnel and their families; and special 

prices for gas, electricity, fuel and transport. 

TO« Is qualify for speclel benefits, the enterprise must process the natural 

resources of the region and/or help to increase exports or substitute imports. 

In particular, the following activities are promoted: (a) impregnation, hardening, 

artificial drying and processing of wood, fibres and bagasse; (b) processing of 

natural fibres until complete, at least up to the process of spinning; (o) tannin«; 

(d) food processing; (e) metallurgical industries; (f) chemical industries; 

(g) ceramics and glass production. 

71* However, in »pite of the benefits provided by the Industrial promotion lawj 

in Argentina, the aim of decentralizing industrial activity In the country was not 

achieved. In fact, Investment tended to concentrate heavily in metropolitan 

Ríenos Aires, Cordoba and Santa Te,  the only exception being resource-oriented 

Industries, the difficulties in achieving the policy objectives ore not far to 

seek* Basically, the only instruments used to implement dispersal were tax and 

import duty exemptions. With no adequate transport system or energy supply, and 

lack of other Infrastructure facilities, the fiscal incentives vere not effective 

in stimulating investment in less developed regions.—' 

20/ Mario S. arodersohn, op. cit.. page 63-70. 
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(d)   Ttidaatrtol «Stat«» 

72.   to Pakistan, th» progra»*» for setting up Um, ateto» Mí a»»ll-«»»l» 
industria estafa In vario«, part, of Hat «J Mit Matta» I« *****•« - 
of the «ost iaportant in.tm.ant. for accelerating rational striali«.*»». 

PaHlstan«. esperten«, in thl. ftoli of «^.vo«r 1. therefor» of particular IMI. 
75.   Pakistan's initial e*perto»»t with indaatrial a.tataa, initiated 1» th» 
period batman 1953 «« 1955, va. not ato»d at th. regional *i.p«r-l of Udaatrtoa. 

fha larga astata, aat up during thl. P»rlod at Karachi and H/é*fMia4 In 
wast Pakistan and lator « fa¿gaon <n»ar ^*) I« Mt MUtaa, M »ctmllir 
contributed to tha currant ovar-coneeatratioii of InÄwtrt»» in «*•• eltto».   *• 
Karachi Estate, for »»»»»to, ooimr. a gross am of 4,000 «m, ha» 5» faetairt»» 

and employed about 55,000 worker. i.a., »*** half tat Mal f«w**tÄ war**. 

in tha Karachi araa. ^^ 
•Hu   A. notod earltor, the rola of todaatrial -tata. a. «a Urn****** *«& ** 
encouraging industrialisation In laa. develop»« «raa. WM tmmmAm* to tut Second 
nva-ïwr Plan of Pakistan.   Un»*»*, tha .uceas, of tha Induetriel .state« 

progresa» in Platan haa ao far haw I**, with th. tor«..»*ato -tat- tawto* 

on tha whole farad battar than tha MUI-MMU •»**••   **•*• wan mm mm 
to avaluata tha enperiene» of tha ^eond Wim f«rtod to form!** mmiim* ft* 
i^rovawnt in futura.   Some of tha dimeniti», ara toaaoa to bet» Urea and 

small astata.; other, ara pacullar to w»U »»tat».. 
T5.   fha »oat iaportant üffffto*lty portala» to fWM»«* of lai* «*f»toi*l*»*   ©•• 
of tha bul» objetiva, of »»ttinf up loto^ltA ••%»*• ar if*t«**tol •**. *• 
to overeo» th» toatitoai* of land »fattaMUty for i**.t*i»» to m**** laaattoa», 
but even tha Industrial »atat». .oa»tto»a rm into dimeniti»», l*»üi»» to » 

nuaber of location., th. land owners reaairt to Htlgatto* «4 mm »f m Ufi 

qu»atlon. involve taka tta» to «I out.   Ummm*. *! *«% « tb. -tat»» i. 

held up. 
76.   Many oth»r difflcultla. which mm httmmû th» prog*»»» »f lit*»***»! 
devaient in Paki.tan hav arl.a« from i«**»*»»* tie-*» with town and rational 
planning.   Apart fro« acquiring land and ^owidlng water, traa«f*>t and power, tha 

auccass of an induatrial a.tata dapanda on th» ra,ui.ita empan»*» of **toi»al 

education, appropriate «odiflcation. in local tax pelici»» «ad *~ *~ 
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of public houeln« end eat«lttt« tarns.   In locations wh«re tni« tie-up has been 
secured, the industrial aetata« nave aade rapid progress, bot In «ev«rel locations 
ti» sstatas hat« althar not bean developed according to schedala or even vhen 

eoapleted, Have not attract«« aaar ia*ia*rlel «nit«.   PolyteolMiie« or technical 
eeaeol« planned for »»»»fai location» «alaet«« for Industrial «»tatas hava not yet 

startsd feeding tea taAwtrt«« that ara beiag »at «p.   Ä* raault has baan a 

relative «aorta«* of teeanieiaa«, particularly at tha alddla lavai, 
ff.   lueeroue Äfftaultlaa lia«« sMpntl tea growth of saall lndttetrtal «states; 
aoa« saaa Inaarent, others aay be sph—srsl ana could perhaps be alleviated by 

expropriate policías or actione. 
16.   Saall or eery saall enterprises, by definition, cater to local reojilraaeot», 

•osaeae lifted .nnegeriel er technical skills, eeploy restively less skilled 
aad poorly paid workers aad as a result shoe e lo* level of prosTaetlTlty In their 

fee ooets of lafraalruotur* faellitles for saall estates are 

relatively algaer «AI Us» i»m •*****••   9mm of «a» faciliti«« are 
indivisible «Ml their asa« for «ach unit ta the estate I. not alvay. related to the 
«.a of the unit,   in after substantial «sidles, tat prloe of Industria 
._*.     ^^ iMt-iÉ. m -«-* «# «*» «•••TiiisMint aharaes and coat of facilities, plots, «Mea lailaas» a part of w evvaaoweeara emvv~ **• •— 

la easeeslvely nig* far aaall lava«tor«. 
T9.  As a garnit af tata* fa©*** •*• «* «W««A«(ai of lea* aoo^altlon referred 
to earlier, the progress of sacral aaall industrial esUte. has baan relatively 

»„not aw uniitiaMjIetert ta Pakistan include the following 

(a)   Allowing aadlisatnaì- industries to be sat up on the samller estates; 

facilities far technical education la the area» covered by 
, and provldlag tachnloal advisory services; 

m w „.rtnrtlnn Uliuesn town plaonlnf «a« loc*l authorities ani 
laepaitMe far taa davalupaaat of Industrial estetas; and 

(4)   SUMlifyinf land aoouisitioa procédures. 

90.  As so» of the eelstiag dlffieultiae aia ras»** «a* aara industrie, ara set 

ap in the law aa**e? #f tate«**** aetata« noe bain« developed, industrial 

„Ute. **» b«eoae ecoaoaloally «twaM nuclei far atttlm m iaéttstrl«« in 
of a larger neeber of such aecondary cantra« 

/... 
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of industrial activity is one of the »Ost hopeful manifestations of the regional 
dispersal of industrie» in Pakistan .22/ 

COaCLUDIBG OBSERVATIOHS 

61.   Ine purpose of this paper has been to present a brief analysis of the 

industrial location policies In several developing countries. 

8a.   Balanced regional development has been the declared policy of the countries 

under review,   lb achieve this end, Central and State Governments haw taken 

»asures to influence Industrial location.   Sow of these mnmi amy be said to 
be negative in character, in the sense that they can be quite effective In 

preventing «a industry fro. being ist «p ü • congested area nut Ineffective in 
causing it to be set up elsewhere, especially ln m backward or less developed ana. 
Utas, the choice 1» very often not between establishing an industry m a developed 
or In an undeveloped ama nut between further industrial development m a specific 
area or nothing. 

83.   As far a. the public sector is eone^wé, nome larga enterprises established 
*y tte Centra 6o*e,a*nt m less developed «we* have contribute* to the economic 
growth of these areas and consequently to A wider regional dispersal.   However, 
the public sector u limited by the feet that promts undertaken in this sector are 
gWAralîy those involving heavy investments.   In such projects, texshoologleal 
considerations such a* the awilabUity of rav amterialt, power, labour, dos« 

proximity to market, etc. cannot be overlooked.   In otter words, the location of 
haavy and basic projects ha« necessarily to be decided on economic considerations. 
It is only where alternative sites are possible that the development of backward 
•reas has been adopted M an Additional consideration before deciding upon the 
final location of m project. 

8».   Notwithstanding these notation«, it cannot be denied that over the yean the 

trend has been toward, greater rmgi<*tó attigni.   This has UN made possible by 

the various fisesl and otter incentive, off*** by the Central and State Oovemments 
and by the development of basic infrastructure facilities. 

85.   In the private sector, the explicit policy of racional dispersal of Industrias 
has not been very aucceaeful, mainly beeauM the policy wat not bmcked by otter 
complementary policies and programmes. 

22/   Sartj Ailz, op. dt., pp. te-ajj kó-kf. 
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86. In general, too, the actual circumstances prevailing in most developing 

countries do not seem to Justify industrial dispersion.    In fact, it is very 

doubtful whether there is as yet an actm . need for such a policy in most 
developing countries. 

87. The main lesson of Pakistan's experience with industrial location is that the 

best approach to the objective of a regionally equitable distribution of industries 

is to develop a growing number of secondary centres of industrial activity rather 

than to scatter industrie? in totally isolated locations as the latter involves an 
unduly high economic cost. 

88. The second lesson is the importance of indirect control, measures, such as 

fiscal incentives through tax holidays or differential tariff and power rates for 

encouraging industries in less developed regions.   Administrative decisions or 

direct controls on the location of industrial unite involve an indeterminate 

subsidy and vitiate the economic criteria to a disproportionate extent« 

89. Thirdly, measures to confine the development of certain areas exclusively to 

small-seal« industries are unlikely to succeed because small industries, unless 

they are feeder industries, sufi»? from lo« productivity and cannot bear the cost 

of all the infrastructure facilities essential for efficient industrialisation.   It 

is necessary to alio« the setting up of medium-scale industries in the so-called 
small industrial estates. 

90. Finally, of all the infrastructure facilities for indas totalisation, cheap 

and effective means of coamunications is perhaps the most important. 






